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Four Maryland abortion clinics shut
down and three doctors suspended for
'lax procedures' after patient dies in
care of untrained worker
Dr Iris Dominy has had her license suspended 'for allowing unlicensed staff to
give patients drugs at Baltimore clinic'
One of her patients, 38-year-old Maria Santiago, died after she was left alone
with an untrained employee
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Dr Michael Basco and Dr Mansour Panah also suspended; said it was 'standard
procedure' to administer drugs with no doctor present
Clinics affiliated with Dr Steven Brigham, who has had his license suspended in
five states and was once charged with murder
By DAILY MAIL REPORTER and ASSOCIATED PRESS
PUBLISHED: 09:31 EDT, 6 June 2013 | UPDATED: 09:32 EDT, 6 June 2013
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Four Maryland abortion clinics have been shut down and three doctors have had
their licenses suspended after a patient died at one clinic and regulators say they
found lax procedures at all four.
The clinics, run by Associates in OB/GYN Care, were shuttered last month after state
regulators received a complaint about a patient receiving an abortion-inducing drug
with no doctor present.
The patient, 38-year-old Maria Santiago, underwent the procedure on February 13 in
Baltimore and was 'still very drowsy' when she was allegedly left in the care of an
unlicensed medical assistant.
She suffered a cardiopulmonary arrest and died later at a hospital. Regulators said
her doctor, Iris Dominy, had failed to use a defibrillator - which was later found to be
broken.
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Dominy is one of the three suspended doctors, according to the Maryland Board of
Physicians. Two more, Drs. Michael Basco and Mansour Panah, have also had their
licenses suspended.
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Scene: Three doctors have had their licenses suspended after a patient died at an abortion
clinic, located in this complex in Baltimore, in February after she was being watched by an
untrained worker

The allegations appear in documents posted online by the state Office of Health
Care Quality, which regulates the clinics - in Baltimore, Cheverly, Frederick and Silver
Spring - and ordered them to close.
The clinics are affiliated with American Women's Services, a company controlled by
Dr. Steven Brigham, a beleaguered abortionist whose license has been suspended or
revoked in five states. He was at one point charged with murder for late-term
abortions, but the charges were dropped.
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Dominy lost her license because unlicensed employees at the clinic were dispensing
drugs to patients, the regulators noted, not because of the patient's death.
Basco was on duty at the Baltimore clinic on May 4 when an unlicensed clinic
employee performed an ultrasound on a patient and found that the woman was
carrying more than one fetus.
The employee then gave the woman misoprostol, a drug that's used to induce
abortions, according to the Maryland Board of Physicians.
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Suspended: Michael Basco, left, was on duty when an unlicensed employee gave a patient
drugs. The clinics are affiliated with Dr Steven Brigham, right, who has had his license
suspended in five states

After the patient took the drug, Basco
arrived and determined that the patient
needed a surgical abortion because the
multiple fetuses had made her uterus
larger, the board said.
Basco told the patient she would have to
go elsewhere for a surgical abortion,
they said.
Basco and other staff told regulators it
was standard procedure in the clinics for
patients to be given misoprostol at 11
weeks or later, regardless of whether a
doctor was present, the board wrote.
Panah, the medical director of the
clinics, was responsible for patient care
at the time of Santiago's death.
He previously had his license suspended
by the board in 1988 for sexual contact
with three patients and again in 1995 for
sexual conduct with another patient.
In 2011, he was placed on two years of
probation by the board for failing to
meet appropriate standards for delivery
of quality medical and surgical care.
Bardos, who also represents Panah, said
the allegations related to wrongdoing at
the abortion clinics do not involve his
client. He said the previous sexual
contact cases 'involved kisses'.

'LEFT ALONE TO DIE': THE
DEATH OF MARIA SANTIAGO
The patient who died after visiting the
Associates in OB/GYN Care in Baltimore
on February 13 was 38-year old Maria
Santiago.
Santiago was 12.5 weeks pregnant at
the time of the abortion and her doctor,
Iris Dominy told Maryland Department
of Health inspectors that Santiago slept
through her abortion.
The doctor then left the woman in the
room with an unqualified worker,
according to the inspector's report. The
worker filled out paperwork as Santiago
lay on the table. She later called for a
second worker to help her move
Santiago to the recovery area.
The second worker noticed Santiago
was pale and not breathing, and they
notified Dominy. No one at the clinic
had current CPR certification, and there
was no attempt to use a defibrillator,
which was found to be broken.
Santiago's death certificate showed she
died from Severe Pulminary Edema,
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome,
and Hypoxia Brain Injury. It is unknown
how long she went without breathing.
Inspectors found staff failed to provide
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Marc Cohen, the attorney for Dominy,
said that most of the allegations were
broad and do not directly involve his
client, and that the patient's death at the
Baltimore clinic was not her fault.
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observation.
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He said the allegation that unlicensed workers administered drugs on her watch was
false.
'She's a well-trained, well-qualified and well-experienced doctor,' Cohen said. 'There
just appears to be something that happened to that particular patient, but there
wasn't anything wrong with the procedure as far as we know.'
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Lax procedures: The doctors and other clinic employees said it was standard procedure for
patients to receive abortion-inducing drugs, like those pictured, whether a doctor was present
or not

A hearing on the suspensions of the doctors' licenses is scheduled for next
Wednesday.
Bardos has requested a hearing before an administrative law judge on the closure of
the clinics. That hearing has not yet been scheduled, he said.
Richard Bardos, an attorney who represents Associates in OB/GYN Care, said Dr
Steve Brigham is not the owner of the clinics or the LLC. He declined to identify the
owners.
But Vicki Saporta, president of the National Abortion Federation, or NAF, which
represents abortion providers, said it was common knowledge among providers that
the Maryland clinics belong to him.
'It's not surprising that his four Maryland clinics have been suspended,' Saporta said.
'We have been an advocate for his substandard clinics being shut down wherever
they operate in the country.'
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wears disposable
gloves on grocery run
with boyfriend as she
prepares to welcome
first child at 45
The Pussycat Dolls
CANCEL their reunion
tour amid coronavirus
pandemic as Ashley
Roberts announces they
will postpone shows
until OCTOBER
Alessandra Ambrosio
awkwardly runs into ex
Jamie Mazur while
walking dogs with
boyfriend Nicolo Oddi

Wonder Woman star
Lynda Carter, 68, poses
with her mini-me
daughter, 29, as they
announce the
postponement of their
tour due to coronavirus
Zoe Kravitz claps back
at a fan who accused
her of lightening her
skin on Instagram
After self-quarantining
herself due to the
coronavirus outbreak
Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley is angelic in
white as she and Jason
Statham take son Jack,
two, for a stroll in Los
Angeles

George R. R. Martin
reveals he is writing
EVERY DAY while in
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isolation amid virus
outbreak as he gushes
about 'spending more
time in Westeros'

Demi Lovato receives
a comforting pat on the
back from male pal as
she goes grocery
shopping armed with
face mask and gloves
amid outbreak
Sarah Michelle Gellar
ignores coronavirus
panic as she ventures
out to look at $15m
Brentwood home

Advertisement
American Idol
suspends production
due to coronavirus
pandemic postponing
live shows and sending
contestants home

Lionsgate's Spiral
starring Chris Rock and
Samuel L. Jackson has
been postponed due to
the coronavirus
outbreak

Krysten Ritter and
Adam Granduciel take
their baby boy Bruce for
a walk around their LA
neighborhood amid
coronavirus

Eric Balfour takes wife
Erin Chiamulon and son
Oliver, one, out for a
spin in family cargo
bike
The 42-year-old actor was
in charge of driving the
contraption
Chrissy Teigen wears
a towel as she tells
John Legend to play the
song 'he broke up with
me to'... while he sings
and plays piano during
Instagram live
Tekashi 69 gets sued
by Fashion Nova for
hiding his criminal
dealings from them
before going to jail
He's awaiting his August
2020 release date
Hip-Hop legend Eric
B's daughter Erica
Barrier dead after a fatal
car accident in
Connecticut: 'She
fought a valiant fight'
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Zendaya wears purple
latex gloves to shop at
Bed Bath & Beyond with
her half-brother
Austin in LA amid
coronavirus crisis

Charlotte McKinney
keeps safe in surgical
gloves and dons ankle
weights while shopping
for groceries amid the
COVID-19 pandemic

Cristiano Ronaldo
displays ripped
physique while in
quarantine at home after
COVID-19 exposure as
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez goes on
shopping trip
Advertisement
Bindi Irwin and
Chandler Powell's
wedding could be
CANCELLED ... as
couples rush to
reschedule their special
days
Jenna Dewan sports a
'good mother' shirt a
week after welcoming
baby Callum... as Steve
Kazee bonds with their
newborn

Bachelorette couple
back on? Hannah
Brown and her runnerup Tyler Cameron fuel
reunion rumors during
swimsuit clad beach
session
Vanessa Hudgens
dismisses the deadly
coronavirus pandemic
in flippant Instagram
video saying, 'people
are going to die, which
is terrible, but
inevitable'
Ellen DeGeneres
documents her attempts
to complete a 4,000
piece puzzle as she
tries to pass the time
during self-quarantine

Universal releases
films straight to
streaming for first time
ever as movie theaters
close, filming halts and
Broadway goes dark
amid coronavirus
Wonder Woman actor
Lyle Waggoner, who
was also on The Carol
Burnett Show for seven
years and worked on
Fantasy Island, dies at
age 84
Billboard Music Awards
with host Kelly Clarkson
is postponed to 'ensure
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the health and safety'
of artists and fans due
to coronavirus
concerns

Demi Lovato moves in
with her family because
someone in her
apartment complex
tested positive for
coronavirus... as she
talks to Miley Cyrus
Eiza Gonzalez felt
'heartbroken' when she
lost out on the role of
Catwoman in The
Batman to Zoe Kravitz
The 30-year-old actress
camera tested
Advertisement
Tom Brady flies south
for winter: The 42-yearold free agent 'expected
to sign with Tampa Bay
Buccaneers' following
his exit from New
England
Vanderpump Rules
star Jax Taylor is
second guessing
marriage to Brittany
Cartwright as she cries
over fears he will go
back to his 'old ways'
Sofia Richie shares a
flashback photo where
she poses in a skimpy
bikini... after the model
stated she does not
care what anyone thinks
of her
Floyd Mayweather
suffers second family
loss in the space of a
week as his beloved
uncle Roger
Mayweather dies aged
58
Beverley Mitchell, 39,
of 7th Heaven is
pregnant with her third
child after a miscarriage
in 2018: 'We finally got
our gold at the end of
the rainbow'
Cardi B is delighted to
see fans turn her
coronavirus rant into a
chart-topper: 'Put this
song on Spotify!'
She couldn't contain her
excitement o
'I'm growing my mullet
back!' Blake Shelton
reveals plan to revive
his old look... and he
insists Gwen Stefani
approves
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Emily Ratajkowski and
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard walk their
dog Colombo on empty
streets in New York
amid coronavirus panic

Madonna takes to her
typewriter to write a
love letter to fans as
she and toy boy
Ahlamalik Williams
hunker down in Paris
amid coronavirus fears
Jessica Alba dances
with mini-me daughter
Honor, 11, to
synchronized routine on
TikTok as she keeps her
kids home while
schools are closed
Just what the doctor
ordered! Dr. Oz urges
couples to have regular
SEX while quarantined,
insisting it will stave off
fights and beat
depression
Kim Kardashian
wishes 'recluse' Rob
Kardashian a happy
33rd birthday as she
shares photos from 15
years ago: 'I love you so
much'
Jared Leto had NO
IDEA about the
coronavirus pandemic
before emerging from
12-day desert retreat
where phones were
banned
Disney postpones the
release of Marvel's
Black Widow amid
ongoing coronavirus
fears...after delaying
other flicks

Princess Diana would
be 'heartbroken' over
the state of Prince
William and Prince
Harry's relationship,
royal photographer
claims
Idris Elba met with
Justin Trudeau's wife
Sophie less than TWO
WEEKS before they
both tested positive for
coronavirus

Khloe Kardashian
shuts down rumors that
she and Tristan
Thompson are back
together after a cryptic
Instagram left fans
speculating
Michael Keaton, 68,
looks cheery as he
stocks up on groceries
in Santa Monica with his
long-time girlfriend
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during rare outing

EXCLUSIVE Amal
Clooney's sister served
time in PRISON for
drunk driving before
being released and
selling $138 designer
coronavirus masks

Sofia Vergara steps
out in Los Angeles
holding a protective
face mask amid panic
over the spread of novel
coronavirus

Mariah Carey wishes
fans happy St. Patrick's
Day with the Flip the
Switch challenge... as
she is joined by her
twins plus boyfriend
Bryan Tanaka on Tik
Tok
'Vulnerable' Harry
'stands by' what he said
in phone calls with
pranksters posing as
Greta Thunberg, but still
feels 'violated', royal
expert claims
Reba McEntire
postpones mother's
funeral 'indefinitely'
amid coronavirus
fears... but plans for a
future 'celebration of
life'
Orlando Bloom reveals
he and Katy Perry may
have to push back their
wedding because of the
coronavirus outbreak...
as Emma Stone puts
nuptials on hold
Cara Delevingne and
girlfriend Ashley
Benson are seen with
heavy luggage as they
head out of Los Angeles
amid coronavirus
pandemic
Western actor Stuart
Whitman, who is best
known for co-starring
with John Wayne in the
1961 movie The
Comancheros, dies at
age 92
'We're hugely
disappointed!' The
Rolling Stones CANCEL
and postpone their 'No
Filter' summer tour due
to global coronavirus
pandemic
Emma Stone forced to
push back her wedding
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last weekend to Dave
McCary due to the
COVID-19 outbreak

Jennifer Lopez is
'reading scripts, online
shopping' as she self
isolates with fiance Alex
Rodriguez and her kids
amid the spread of
coronavirus
Reese Witherspoon
talks early days in her
career when sexism
was rampant: 'I was the
only woman on the set
and there would be 150
men'
Cats branded 'worst
film' of the year: Box
office flop starring
Taylor Swift, James
Corden and Rebel
Wilson earns SIX Razzie
Awards
Gisele Bundchen tells
fans 'we're all in this
together' after showing
off her perfect bikini
body on luxury trip to
Costa Rica

Nicole Kidman shows
off her dance moves
and sings along as her
husband Keith Urban
puts on a half-hour
concert for his fans on
Instagram Live
Coldplay's Chris
Martin treats fans to a
virtual concert as he
sings some of his
biggest hits and plays
guitar amid the
coronavirus pandemic
A ray of light!
'Beautiful' unseen
portrait of Crown
Princess Victoria of
Sweden and her family
is shared on social
media by delighted
royal fans
Meet the Green
Goddess Gang! From
Carrie Symonds to
Angelina Jolie, emerald
engagement rings have
become the go-to
sparkler for brides-to-be
Kendall Jenner shows
off her itty bitty waist in
latex outfit as she
reminisces with
throwback photos
Star shared some sultry
photos
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Ariana Grandeobsessed fan bypasses
security at her Los
Angeles house to knock
on her front door with a
love note

The Queen is to selfisolate at Windsor
Castle: 93-year-old
monarch will leave
Buckingham Palace for
royal estate a week
early
Anna Wintour slams
Donald Trump's
'dishonest' handling of
the coronavirus crisis
as she backs Joe Biden
in post cancelling the
Met Gala
Billie Eilish is working
on her highlyanticipated second
album following critical
success of her first
record released last
year
Olivia Culpo soaks up
the sun and cuddles
with beau Christian
McCaffrey after charting
a private plane amid
coronavirus concern
Taking precautions
Ozzy Osbourne's
producer Andrew Watt,
29, tests positive for
coronavirus after
initially being denied a
test because he hadn't
left the country
Katy Perry has
'thought about' having
American Idol co-stars
Lionel Richie and Luke
Bryan play at her
wedding with Ryan
Seacrest officiating
Harry Styles displays
his quirky sense of style
as he poses in a pair of
racy fishnet tights and
heels for smouldering
magazine shoot

Tom Hanks and Rita
Wilson are released
from hospital in
Australia into selfquarantine after
contracting
coronavirus
Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke reveals
she was 'annoyed' that
Kit Harington's Jon
Snow 'got away with
murder' in the series
finale
Batwoman production
assistant Amanda Smith
paralyzed from the
waist down following
accident on the show's
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set in Vancouver

Britney Spears flaunts
curves in sultry snaps
as she sends out
'prayers and love' amid
the growing coronavirus
pandemic
Austrian Archduke
Karl von Habsburg, 59,
becomes the first royal
in the world to be
diagnosed with
coronavirus - but insists
he is 'fine'
Pink creates a
schedule for her family
as they self-quarantine
together during
coronavirus pandemic
Urged her 7.5million
followers to stay home
Star Wars and
Jurassic World filming
is 'SUSPENDED after
Pinewood Studios send
staff home for at least a
month' amid
coronavirus pandemic
'Take care and stay
strong': Idris Elba is
praised by the WHO's
Director-General for his
'brave and powerful
message' about his
coronavirus
Self-isolate like a
society beauty: From
Talita von Furstenberg's
jigsaws to Emma
Weymouth's hikes, how
the other half are
spending lockdown
Happy St Patrick's
Day! Royal family share
Instagram posts to mark
the occasion - as
Prince William and Kate
Middleton praise the
work of the Irish Guards
Taylor Swift shares
cute snap of cat selfquarantining and Ashley
Graham strolls with
newborn as they lead
stars posting updates
amid COVID-19 spread
Vanessa Paradis
defends ex Johnny
Depp in his defamation
lawsuit against Amber
Heard and calls her
abuse allegations 'false
facts'
EXCLUSIVE Tom
Cruise shoots highoctane opening scenes
for Mission: Impossible
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7 as he performs stunts
on a motorbike and
drives a smoking car

Katie Holmes keeps it
cozy in a fluffy grey top
as she brushes off
coronavirus fears for a
low-key outing in New
York City
Diplo reveals he's
isolated himself from
his young sons as he's
been in contact with
'hundreds of people'
since coronavirus
outbreak
So much for social
distancing! Rod
Stewart's wife Penny
Lancaster celebrates
her 49th birthday with
friends in Las Vegas
before self-isolating
She's in the money!
Rebel Wilson sells
SECOND investment
property in Sydney for
nearly $1million
Look inside her incredible
home
American Idol: Katy
Perry shares bone broth
with Luke Bryan who
wonders if she
poisoned him like
'Joffrey' from Game Of
Thrones
London-based Bond
girl Olga Kurylenko, 40,
says she was refused a
hospital bed despite
102F coronavirus fever
because wards were
'full'
Bloom star Phoebe
Tonkin reveals the very
surprising thing she's
doing in isolation at
home in LA amid
coronavirus pandemic

Kim Kardashian
gushes over baby
Psalm as she posts
adorable photo of the
infant amid coronavirus
self-quarantine

How Tom Hanks and
Rita Wilson may have
exposed media to
COVID-19: Chilling
graphic shows the
spread of coronavirus
throughout the industry
Iggy Azalea says she is
'that bored' under
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coronavirus lockdown
she watched the movie
CATS... even though her
fans told her not to

Kate Beckinsale
shares sweet post after
her friends offer to bring
supplies to her mum in
these 'horrid and
uncertain times' amid
COVID-19 fears
Lady Amelia Windsor
wraps up in an
oversized jacket as she
stocks up on organic
groceries in London
during coronavirus
pandemic
PICTURED: Heidi
Klum's husband Tom
Kaulitz wears mask and
gloves while shopping
with brother Bill in LA
after testing negative for
the coronavirus
Game of Thrones star
Kristofer Hivju reveals
he has tested positive
for the coronavirus
The latest celebrity to test
positive

EXCLUSIVE Mama
June's daughters Anna
and Jessica show off
their $120k makeovers
after getting new teeth,
breast lifts and
liposuction

Kid Rock CLOSES his
Nashville bar and
steakhouse' to help
protect the public
health' amid COVID-19
outbreak after initially
resisting
Harry Styles jokes
Adore You is about his
love for his pet fish as
he plays intimate
concert
Harry has been keeping
his fans entertained
Brad Pitt is spotted at
In-N-Out Burger with pal
Alia Shawkat a day after
they attended concert...
despite claims he is
STILL 'not dating
anyone'
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle have
their sights set on a
future in California as
they start to 'create their
own life,' source tells
People
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Lewis Capaldi hits
back at critics after
going ahead with his
planned Scotland show
despite coronavirus
pandemic and ban on
mass gatherings
The Voice: Blake
Shelton gets schooled
on emo rock by Kelly
Clarkson as Blind
Auditions conclude
The 43-year-old country
star was schooled
Katy Perry 'seems
more cautious' amid
coronavirus outbreak
since pregnancy... and
will postpone wedding
to Orlando Bloom
Expecting her first child
Kim Kardashian finds
a lobster on the loose
as she takes a walk in
Calabasas
Kim got quite the surprise
when she headed out on
Monday
Frozen 2's Rachel
Matthews, who voiced
Honeymaren in film,
says she's tested
positive for
coronavirus: 'Unsure of
what the next step is'
Pregnant Iskra
Lawrence looks radiant
in a striped dress as
she celebrates her 'last
day out with bump'
during the final days of
her pregnancy
Idris Elba urges fans
not to 'freak out' as he
confirms he has tested
positive for coronavirus
COVID-19... but is yet to
discover if wife Sabrina
has contracted the virus
Marvel's Shang-Chi
and the Legend of the
Ten Rings director
Destin Daniel Cretton
has tested NEGATIVE
for coronavirus
Good news
Daniel Craig goes
shirtless for GQ
Australia as he reveals
he's proud of his time
as James Bond ahead
of No Time to Die
Boasted 'raising the bar'
Princess Märtha
Louise's boyfriend
Shaman Durek reveals
the Norwegian royal
flew to the US to
surprise him before
Norway shut its borders
John Legend and
Katharine McPhee
announce free live
streamed concerts from
home... as they follow
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Chris Martin and Keith
Urban's lead

Nicki Minaj's husband
Kenneth Petty is
granted permission to
use internet as he
awaits trial for failing to
register as a sex
offender in California
Sophia Bush arrives at
the grocery store
wearing a pair of latex
gloves to push a trolley
amid coronavirus crisis
Seen arriving at the
supermarket
Vanessa Hudgens
pours wine and reunites
with Ashley Tisdale to
sing We're All in This
Together from High
School Musical for first
TikTok
Camila Cabello looks
peaceful in a new
Instagram photo as she
eases her anxiety
through meditation: 'It's
making me a better
human'
Ireland Baldwin fits in
a grocery run on her
fourth day of selfquarantine amid
coronavirus pandemic
Stepped out to buy a few
essentials
'No party but so much
love!' Tamara
Ecclestone's daughter
Sophia has to CANCEL
sixth birthday
celebrations amid
COVID-19 crisis
Fargo Season 4
premiere delayed
indefinitely as
production shuts down
due to the coronavirus
outbreak

Advertisement

LIVE TOP
STORIES
TOP STORIES

SHOWBIZ

COVID19
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Trump invokes Defense
Production Act as coronavirus…
The Hill · 4hrs ago See more versions

5.7-magnitude earthquake shakes
Salt Lake City, Utah, and…
NBC News · 2hrs aSee more versions

Forced To Finally Take
Coronavirus Seriously, Trump…
Huffington Post · 30See more versions

JOE BIDEN CRUSHED BERNIE
SANDERS IN ILLINOIS, A STATE…
Newsweek · 5hrs aSee more versions

Trump dispatching Navy hospital
ship to New York Harbor -…
Politico · 3hrs ago See more versions

Italy coronavirus deaths rise by
record 475 in a day
BBC · 3hrs ago

See more versions

Ford, General Motors, Fiat
Chrysler agree to close all US…
USA Today · 2hrs aSee more versions

Trump announces US, Canada
closing border to 'non-essential…
Fox News · 6hrs agSee more versions

The Dow Jones falls below where
it was when Trump took office
Vox · 4hrs ago

See more versions

Air Force flew 500,000
coronavirus test kits from Italy t…
MSN ·to
35mins
agomore
See more versions
Click here
view

DON'T MISS
Black Chyna shows off
her sculpted face as she
tries out a nude new
make-up look
The mother-of-two
seemed to be rocking a
lighter makeup look
Machine Gun Kelly
spotted KISSING new
Instagram model
girlfriend Sommer Ray
while shopping at mall
despite coronavirus
fears
Shay Mitchell pushes
cart full of groceries as
her partner Matte Babel
tenderly holds their
daughter Atlas in his
arms

EXCLUSIVE Rebel
Wilson's personal
trainer reveals his
weight loss tips - and
you don't have to
sacrifice cheat days

American Idol
contestant Amber
Fiedler reveals why she
placed her baby for
adoption after wowing
judges while pregnant
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Dierks Bentley
pledges $90k to help
hourly employees as his
Nashville bar shutters
due to coronavirus
Celebrities are pitching in
for employees
Chris Hemsworth
takes his children to an
isolated beach in Byron
Bay as they fly kites
amid the COVID-19
pandemic

The Bachelor's Colton
Underwood reveals that
girlfriend Cassie
Randolph got stung by
a stingray during a
'quick trip' out of
isolation
The couple took a dip
'It's important we all
remain safe and
healthy': Lenny Kravitz
POSTPONES his
Australian tour amid the
coronavirus pandemic

Norman Reedus and
Diane Kruger get
groceries in LA during
coronavirus outbreak ...
following the shocking
demise of a MAJOR
Walking Dead character
'Our hearts go out to
those affected': The
Killers postpone ticket
sales of their Australian
tour due to the
coronavirus outbreak

Jameela Jamil wears
black face mask and
latex gloves while
grocery shopping at
natural foods market
The 34-year-old English
actress put safety first
George Clooney's ex
Elisabetta Canalis
stocks up as she preps
for coronavirus selfquarantine

Dakota Fanning makes
safety a top priority as
she steps out into LA
wearing pink latex
gloves amid
coronavirus outbreak

Louis Tomlinson is
forced to reschedule his
tour dates... as he joins
a growing list of stars to
scrap plans amid
coronavirus outbreak

Chris Pratt gets some
fresh air in LA with wife
Katherine
Schwarzenegger after
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coronavirus pandemic
halts filming on
Jurassic World:
Dominion

Brian Austin Green
steps out in
monochromatic
streetwear while out
and about solo in Los
Angeles
The Matrix 4 shuts
down production in
Berlin amid coronavirus
pandemic
The movie was reportedly
in a preproduction stage

Tom Hanks and wife
Rita Wilson leave
hospital in Australia five
days after announcing
they both had
contracted coronavirus
while filming
Captain America star
Chris Evans slams
President Trump in
tweet, saying 'America
wants answers. America
wants leadership'

Kylie Jenner's ex-BFF
Jordyn Woods SHOPS
at Cartier in Abu Dhabi
as she waits for a flight
back to the United
States amid global
COVID-19 panic
Kris Jenner tests
negative for
coronavirus after
attending birthday party
of Universal Music CEO
Lucian Grainge... who
recently tested positive
Khloe Kardashian's
bestie Malika Haqq
announces birth of son
Ace with exboyfriend O.T. Genasis
The 37-year-old shared a
photo
Gavin Rossdale cuts a
cool dad look in leopard
print as he takes son
Zuma to Big 5 for
sporting goods supplies
Some quality father/son
bonding time
Lil Nas X and Megan
Thee Stallion send fans
cash to order food and
stay inside amid
coronavirus outbreak
The pair took to Twitter
over the past few days
Jenna Dewan and fiancé
Steve Kazee take LA
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family stroll in FIRST
sighting since they
welcomed son Callum
Jined by Jenna's six-yearold daughter Everly

Scarlett Johansson
and fiance Colin Jost
leave NYC for The
Hamptons... as his show
SNL 'postpones' next
three episodes due to
coronavirus
Candice Swanepoel is
a rare ray of sunshine
while modeling green
Tropic Of C bikinis in
Jamaica as the world
shuts itself in due to
coronavirus
Sarah Hyland reveals
how she is at higher
risk for contracting
coronavirus after
undergoing kidney
transplants: 'My panic
level is pretty high'
'Why should we
believe him?' Bette
Midler accuses Donald
Trump of lying about
testing negative for
coronavirus

'I don't like to think of
myself as a celebrity':
Niall Horan candidly
discusses how
heartbreak has
influenced his new
album
Universal to stream
The Hunt, The Invisible
Man, and Emma... after
movie theaters are
forced to close due to
COVID-19

'I've been saying it for
years!' Tom Hanks' son
Colin joins fans roasting
his father for using too
much Vegemite... as the
actor leaves hospital to
self-quarantine
Beauty queen who had
to enter Miss World as
Miss Africa South
because of apartheid
reveals her friendship
with Miss South Africa
was a sham
Alec Baldwin picks up
three coffees near his
second home in the
Hamptons... after fleeing
COVID-19 infested NYC
He has been spending
time with his family
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Anna Wintour
postpones Met Gala
'indefinitely' amid the
coronavirus pandemic weeks after it was
reported Meghan Markle
was set to attend
Buckingham Palace is
'studying the
implications' of the new
coronavrius advice and
its impact on future
events

Malin Akerman enjoys
some fresh air with her
furry friend as she takes
bundled-up hike in LA
amid coronavirus
outbreak

Teresa Giudice says
she didn't have sex with
estranged husband Joe
during Italy trip because
she's not physically
attracted to him
anymore
Jennifer Lawrence's
frightening home breakin ordeal: Star's security
team stop intruder who
walked through her
unlocked front door
while she was there
Real Housewives of
Atlanta: NeNe Leakes
tells Kenya Moore her
husband left her
because she is 'bipolar'
during blowout in
Greece
Chrissy Teigen goes
makeup-free in a robe
as she frolics on a
deserted beach in
Malibu with husband
John Legend amid the
coronavirus outbreak
Cheer stars share
somber posts after
Daytona competition is
canceled due to
coronavirus concerns
They took the world by
storm earlier this year
Jennifer Lopez is
serving up sizzling
looks to 'brighten your
day' as she launches
her new DSW shoe
collection while
hunkering down at
home
RHOC vet Tamra
Judge posts cryptic
'fake friends' message
and unfollows Shannon
Beador after Kelly Dodd
reunion

Coronavirus keeps
stars at home: Bella
Hadid, Sharon Stone
and Justin Bieber post
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updates on how they
are passing the time

Paulina Porizkova
makes the most of her
self-quarantine time by
KNITTING a cozy
sweater for a friend
after returning to the US
from Costa Rica
Lady Gaga poses nude
for Paper magazine
cover story... as pop
star reveals she
collaborated with
another female singer
who has dealt with
trauma like her
PICTURED: Pitch
Perfect's Brittany Snow
marries realtor Tyler
Stanaland in romantic
low-key ceremony at
Malibu vineyard

Courtney Stodden
shares VERY racy
lingerie snaps to show
off new HAIRCUT to
commemorate split: 'All
this stress and now I'm
divorced'
Prince Andrew is
delighted by US travel
ban! Social media is
flooded with memes and
dark humor from people
determined to turn
coronavirus into a joke
Euphoria couple
Zendaya and Jacob
Elordi sport sweats for
LA coffee run... four
days after their season
2 script read

Emily Ratajkowski and
husband Sebastian take
pet pooch Colombo for
a walk on his 1st
birthday: 'I can't believe
he went from 13 lbs to
80 lbs in one year'
Meghan Markle's BFF
Jessica Mulroney
reveals she spent her
40th birthday in
quarantine as husband
Ben writes adoring post
gushing over her
Alessandra Ambrosio
displays her hourglass
figure in a white bikini
from her swimwear line
GAL Floripa during
downtime in Brazil

Donatella Versace and
her daughter Allegra
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donate $225,000 to a
Milan hospital as Italy
struggles to fight
coronavirus

Nikki and Brie Bella
give fans a bump
update as they strip
down to their bikinis for
a swim during COVID-19
isolation
Patricia Arquette is on
'day three' of quitting
smoking and vaping in
efforts to protect herself
from coronavirus
The 51-year-old is trying
to give up
Tom Hanks' son Chet
fits in a workout at
home as he admits he's
'scared to go to the
gym' after his parents
fall ill from the
coronavirus
Business as usual!
Defiant Princess Anne,
69, dons gloves as she
arrives at an equestrian
center to carry on with
her royal duties amid
the coronavirus
pandemic
Bond girl Olga
Kurylenko has
coronavirus: Actress
who starred alongside
Daniel Craig in Quantum
of Solace reveals she is
in quarantine at home
Modern Family dog
Stella - played by
Beatrice the French
bulldog - dies suddenly
as final season wraps
production

Ana de Armas goes
business casual with
dog Elvis as she takes
new boyfriend Ben
Affleck's Mercedes to a
meeting in LA

Rita Ora dons wacky
Gothic leather outfit and
dramatic blue makeup
as she arrives to the
BBC studios in London

Oscar winner Jon
Voight, 81, stocks up on
paper towels as panic
buying and coronavirus
fears continue to
escalate around the
world
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The Crown carries on
with filming series four
amid the coronavirus
pandemic as other
shows shut down
production

Al Roker and Craig
Melvin take time off
from Today after staffer
tests positive for
coronavirus - as
Savannah Guthrie and
Hoda Kotb practice
'social distancing'
Hip-hop legend Eric
B.'s daughter fighting
for her life after being
seriously injured in a
'horrific' car crash

Gigi Hadid is
interviewed by Taylor
Swift for Harper's
Bazaar as she asks
about facing problems:
'Being honest leads to
something good'
Steven Spielberg
releases new images
from his more
'authentic' West Side
Story starring Ansel
Elgort and newcomer
Rachel Zegler
EXCLUSIVE Rita Ora
hits Miami beach to
shoot her glam new
collection with
Deichmann as she
reveals her style
inspiration is herself

Conor McGregor
attends the funeral of
his aunt in Dublin after
clarifying she was NOT
a victim of coronavirus
following rant about
'stupid disease'
Denise Richards
reveals filming in Spain
on Glow And Darkness
with Jane Seymour has
been suspended amid
Coronavirus outbreak

'Pregnant' Sophie
Turner and Joe Jonas
aren't messing around
as they wear masks and
gloves amid
coronavirus outbreak
Enjoyed a day trip
Emily Ratajkowski
bundles up in black
denim and blue sweats
as she steps out for
supplies with husband
Sebastian Bear-McClard
and dog Colombo
Hilary Duff SLAMS
'millennial a**holes' for
still going out partying
amid social distancing
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recommendation for
COVID-19

Khloe Kardashian
cuddles with daughter
True in matching light
pink pajamas... while
practicing social
distancing to curb
spread of coronavirus
Pregnant Rachel
McCord wears a face
mask as she cradles
bump during a beach
walk with husband Rick
Schirmer amid
coronavirus pandemic
The Cult rocker Billy
Duffy, 58, has got
engaged to reality star
Leilani Dowding, 40, and
credits the
CORONAVIRUS for the
proposal
Arnie
Schwarzenegger, 72,
encourages people to
'stay home' as he
enjoys quarantine with
his miniature horse
Whiskey and pet
donkey Lulu
Amal Clooney's
fashion designer sister
cashes in on
coronavirus by selling
$30 denim face masks
and $35 leopard print
pouches for hand
sanitizer
Vanessa Hudgens
breaks cover from selfisolation after admitting
being 'bored' amid
coronavirus pandemic
New York City has gone
into a lockdown
Joaquin Phoenix
accepts hand sanitizer
from fiancee Rooney
Mara as the pair hit up a
gas station in LA amid
the coronavirus
pandemic
Westworld star John
Gallagher Jr. claps back
at a fan who BASHED
his performance in the
Season 3 premiere: 'It's
incredibly rude!'

Lizzo shows some
skin in a blue bikini as
she leads a dance to MC
Hammer at a pool
party... after leading
Instagram meditation
She stood in a pool
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Heidi Klum and
husband Tom Kaulitz
kiss between glass as
they get quarantined
separately while waiting
for test results after
coronavirus tests
Jennifer Lopez shows
off sculpted midriff as
she models rose
leggings on casual
outing with Alex
Rodriguez

The Backstreet Boys
greet fans at Sao Paolo
airport in Brazil after
canceling concert due
to coronavirus
pandemic
Restrictions put in place
Kaia Gerber dons
rubber gloves for
grocery shopping with
Cara Delevingne and
Ashley Benson in LA
amid coronavirus
pandemic
American Idol
contestant Amber
Fiedler wows the judges
with an impressive
performance...despite
being 38 weeks
pregnant
Reese Witherspoon
tells Ellen DeGeneres
about scoring bubbly
from Jay-Z and Beyonce
at Golden Globes: 'They
bring the good stuff'

Suki Waterhouse
covers her face in a
bandana as she jets
back home to UK after
living it up in NYC amid
coronavirus pandemic

Lance Bass
temporarily closes his
West Hollywood gay bar
Rocco's amid growing
coronavirus pandemic...
after being called out by
Justin Tranter
Reba McEntire mourns
the loss of mother
Jacqueline, 93, who
'had a wonderful life
and was ready to go'
Country star paid tribute

Queen, 93, returns to
Buckingham Palace in
central London after
weekend in Windsor
despite coronavirus
outbreak

Rod Stewart, 75, wears
protective gloves as he
steps out for breakfast
with Penny Lancaster,
49, amid coronavirus
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COVID-19 crisis

Dixie Chicks weigh-in
on being among the first
targets of cancel culture
and reasons behind
their 14-year hiatus
from releasing new
music
Thandie Newton
reveals her excitement
at 'passing the torch on'
to her daughter Nico,
15, after working
together on new movie

'That one really hurt
more than others':
Westworld star Luke
Hemsworth reveals the
one unsuccessful
audition that could have
changed his career
Former child star
Charlotte Church, 34,
reveals she is pregnant:
Mother of two is
expecting her first child
with husband Jonathan
Powell
Caroline Flack's
mother reveals Love
Island star's funeral was
held in a forest near her
childhood home as she
thanks 200 friends who
attended
Khloe Kardashian
dares Kim, Kourtney
and Kris Jenner to make
new friends during Napa
wine tour in hilarious
new KUWTK promo

Demi Lovato wears
black face mask and
disposable gloves as
she picks up supplies at
grocery store in LA
amid coronavirus crisis

Breaking the curse of
the child star: How
Bindi Irwin has
managed to stay levelheaded and avoid
scandal - despite
finding fame at just two
years old
NFL star J.J. Watt and
wife Kealia Ohai donate
$350K to Houston Food
Bank... just weeks after
Bahamas wedding
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Kate Hudson looks
fabulous in black active
wear as she enjoys a
Sunday bicycle ride
with Danny Fujikawa
Kate, 40, opted for a longsleeve top
Why Princes' fallout is
more toxic than ever:
William thinks Harry has
'disrespected queen',
while Harry thinks his
brother is 'overbearing
and rude about
Meghan'
Amber Heard is stylish
in beige coat and
checkered skirt as she
goes grocery shopping
with her dad in Los
Angeles
Left the heavy lifting
Olivia Culpo declares
herself 'MVP' as she
sips champagne on a
private plane with sister
and NFL star boyfriend
Christian McCaffrey

Naomi Campbell wears
protective gloves as she
brings baby godson to
pier ...after going viral
with THAT hazmat suit
airport look

Ashley Graham
advocates for mental
health as she selfquarantines with
husband Justin Ervin
and newborn son Isaac

Lady Gaga calls for
unity and kindness in
social media post after
announcing she's selfquarantining with her
dogs as coronavirus
pandemic worsens
Richard E. Grant melts
hearts with a sweet
image of he and wife
Joan Washington
embracing to celebrate
37 years together

Iris Law stuns in a
skimpy red halterneck
bikini as she posts
cheeky throwback
snaps amid coronavirus
lockdown

The Beckham children
enjoy a family day out
with Victoria's lookalike
sister Louise on
shopping trip in Miami

Kim Kardashian shares
a photo of Kanye West
in complete solitude on
their $14 million
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Wyoming ranch amid
coronavirus outbreak

Alessandra Ambrosio
flaunts supermodel
figure in workout gear
as she keeps her
exercise routine going
Ayda Field says she's
social distancing from
husband Robbie
Williams... as she
shares clip of him in the
grounds of their LA
mansion
Shay Mitchell is all
smiles as she enjoys
Sunday morning stroll
with partner Matte Babel
and daughter
Opted for an oversized
black hoodie
Ewan McGregor rocks
streetwear chic look as
he packs on PDA with
girlfriend Mary Elizabeth
Winstead in NYC... amid
coronavirus pandemic

Matthew Perry on
Friends costar
Courteney Cox's
quarantine dancing
TikTok video: 'Hi honey,
what the hell just
happened?'
David and Victoria
Beckham put on a
romantic display as
they wrap their arms
around each other and
share a kiss on a family
day out in Miami
Justin Theroux steps
out for dog walk in New
York City wearing
surgical gloves amid
the growing coronavirus
pandemic

It's business as usual:
Queen, 93, attends
church and will return to
Buckingham Palace
today to continue
working despite
coronavirus epidemic
Actress Toni Collette
to self-isolate for 14
days as she jets into
Sydney Airport wearing
a surgical mask

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle are
'fearful' of their future
and their new post-
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Megxit life will 'take
some getting used to',
royal expert claims

Halsey goes into 'exile'
while Naomi Watts and
Gina Gershon don
surgical masks as the
stars react to
coronavirus
Hulu shuts down
production of The
Handmaid's Tale amid
the growing coronavirus
pandemic

Lady Gaga reveals
she's gone into selfquarantine with her
dogs and is refusing to
visit her parents and
grandmothers amid
coronavirus crisis
Ariana Grande urges
younger fans to social
distance amid COVID-19
spread: 'Your hip hop
yoga class can wait'
Celebs have been raising
awareness
Charlie Sheen seen
out for first time since
vehemently denying
Corey Feldman's claim
that he raped 13-yearold Corey Haim in 1986

Angelina Jolie shares
a laugh with daughter
Vivienne, 11, as pair
stock up on groceries
Angelina Jolie kept a
cheerful smile when she
was seen shopping
Ali Fedotowsky
reveals she's been
tested for coronavirus...
but may have to wait
THREE WEEKS before
she gets her results

Orlando Bloom reveals
he was CELIBATE for
six months before
meeting Katy Perry: 'I
don't think it was
advisable. You have to
keep it moving down
there'
Hit Netflix show The
Crown gets year wrong
in Royal Variety
Performance storyline
for next season
The creators admitted
that they blundered.
My guilt over my insane
success, by £90million
Daniel Radcliffe: Star
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reveals how his
drinking spiralled out of
control after he
panicked about life after
Harry Potter
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